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CALLIGRAM

March 2013

Newsletter of 

the Calligraphy 

Guild of 

Oklahoma

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Marj Mller 

There were about 14 of us that braved the cold, rainy weather on February 25th, but the 
sharing table was full!  What a great turn out of “A’s” and “B’s” plus a number of other 
current works by the few that made it.  

CHALLENGE – if you could not make the February meeting and you did the A and B 
challenge – please bring your work for the March 25th meeting.    Your NEW 
CHALLENGE will be the letters C and D.   

A very special thanks to Sue Hunsicker, Cindy Parrott, and Sue Kinsey who all showed up 
to present an inspiring program featuring the work that was done in our Janet Takahasi 
workshop.  Our gratitude goes to Leslie for last month’s Calligram (great job).  If you 
need to check dates for upcoming meetings or workshops just go to 
www.calligraphytulsa.com anytime.  Sue Kinsey did a recent update that includes our 
current Calligram as well as past ones.   

Upcoming 

Event: 

March 25, 2013 

Monthly 

Meeting 

http://www.calligraphytulsa.com/
http://www.calligraphytulsa.com/
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!is is a reminder "at our next Zentangles group wi# be mee$ng on 
Saturday, March 23rd, 'om 2:00 ( 4:00 p.m.  We are mee$ng at "e 
Schus+rman-Benson Library, loca+d at 3333 East 32nd Place, in Tulsa. 
Our ongoing Zentangles group con$nues ( meet on "e second Monday 
af+rnoon (1:00 ( 3:00) and on "e four" Saturday af+rnoon (2:00 ( 
4:00) of each mon".  If you are unable ( a/end "e 0# mee$ng $me, it is 
fine ( drop in for wha+ver por$on you can a/end.  We are very informal. 
!is group is open ( a# in+res+d adults, and no previous experience wi" 
Zentangles is necessary.  If you know of anyone in+res+d in a/ending or 
in receiving email reminders, please email "e informa$on ( 
pam.neumann@cox.net
For more informa$on, you may ca# Pam Neumann at 918-706-7669, or 
email her at pam.neumann@cox.net 

!e Zentangle® art form and me"od was crea+d by Rick Roberts and 
Maria :omas and is copyrigh+d. 

Zentangle® is a regis+red ;ademark of Zentangle, Inc. Learn more at 
zentangle.com.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
TO  YOU !



Welcome to 

our newest 

member! 

Pamela Ward

March
Sheryl Sparks  3/4
Pamela Ward  3/24

Teresa Wilber  3/28

April 
Sharon Champlin  4/19

Fran Mitchell  4/24
Marj Miller  4/25

mailto:pam.neumann@cox.net
mailto:pam.neumann@cox.net
http://www.zentangle.com/index.php
mailto:pam.neumann@cox.net
mailto:pam.neumann@cox.net
mailto:pam.neumann@cox.net
mailto:pam.neumann@cox.net
http://www.zentangle.com/index.php
http://www.zentangle.com/index.php
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Sharing 

Table

March 25th program:

 

We will show numerous ways to create quick and easy decorated envelopes.  

June, Kim T., Gloria, Cindy, and Marj will share simple ways to send 

out attractive mail.  This will be a hands on workshop so everyone can try 

some of the different techniques.  

Bring writing tools: Pitt Pen, Parallel Pen, gel pens, color brush, ruler, 

pencils, pointed pen, colored pencils - whatever you have on hand.  You can 

bring your own envelopes or use the ones we will be passing out.  

Don't forget that "C" and "D" letters on the show and tell table will earn you 

one free raffle ticket.

 

The April 22nd meeting will feature everyone's favorite writing tools.  More 

details in the next Calligram.

Janet Takahashi October 24-27, 2013 
Artful Journal Sketchbook A-Z 

Back by popular demand, Janet will return to teach another Sketchbook 
class. More details to follow. http://janettakahashi.com 

http://janettakahashi.com
http://janettakahashi.com
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Architectural Origami at Hardesty Library
Above & Beyond, April 2nd, 6:00 – 8:30 p.m.

Pam Neumann has been enjoying preparing models for our 

upcoming class in architectural origami.  Unlike classical 

folded origami forms, where the paper is rarely cut, the 

architectural origami forms fall under the category of 

“kirigami”, meaning “cut paper.”  We will be creating three 

dimensional forms by cutting and folding paper cardstock.  

We will begin with simple designs that can be cut with 

scissors, and will advance to more complex forms for which 

a blade, such as an Exacto knife, will be necessary.  Most of 

these designs can be used to make delightful pop-up cards.

A supply fee of $2.00 will cover the cost of cardstock and 

printouts.

Supply list.  (Pam will have extras of these materials to share, so 

you need not run out and buy these supplies.) 

• Scissors sharp enough to cut through at least 2 layers of 

cardstock

• Exacto knife or craft knife with very sharp blade (I 

recommend a number 11 blade, and possibly even an extra 

blade)

• Cutting mat (does not need to be larger than 9”x 12”)

• Metal straight edge against which you will be cutting with 

the Exacto blade (a cork backing will help inhibit ruler 

from slipping)

• Bone folder to be used for flattening the folds in the 

cardstock

• Stylus such as is used for “dry embossing” on paper.  An old 

ball-point pen which has no ink left will work – some people 

use the point of a bone folder for this

• Glue for paper.  I prefer the adhesive tape runners (such as 

“Tombow Mono Permanent Adhesive”), but not the kind 

that has glue dots.  I also used the Sakura “Quickie Glue” 

pen to pinpoint the application of glue in very small places.  

• Pencil

ARCHITECTURAL

ORIGAMI
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Review #4 

The Calligraphy Handbook by Emma Callery     
2007
This is a complete guide to the art of calligraphy, from 
selecting pens  and mastering different alphabets to 
designing and laying out your work.  Step-by-step mini 
projects demonstrate a wide range of techniques, from 
brush lettering and gilding to design principles and 
practice.  Beautifully illustrated.  Very good for anyone, 
but especially new calligraphers.

Review #5

Doorposts – Timothy R. Botts    1988
Tim Botts has been an instructor at CGO and is very 
well known worldwide for his rendering of bible verses 
and other works.  Doorposts is  joyful  in that it is a 
visual delight both in color and design.  In 1984 he read 
through the entire Bible and was deeply touched by a 
number of verses and began creating his version in 
calligraphy.  This book contains those pieces.  It is fresh 
and bright and will give you pleasure and inspiration.

Review #6

Books With Girth  -  Cherryl Moote  2005

Wow, you will find this spiral bound book full of great 
ideas and patterns.  There are complete written 
instructions with full diagramming and photographs for 
15 book forms and seven boxes and cases, suggestions 
for variations, a full chapter on knots and stitches, and 
much more.  All include supply lists and instructions 
have been tested by all levels of crafters.    
At the February meeting Sally had the books she made 
using this book.

BOOK REVIEW
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As the Signum Level (Introduction) of calligraphy classes winds down, students are now ready to 
begin experiencing the next level of study.  If you have a basic knowledge of the language and 
structure of basic calligraphy and familiarity of the basic tools, please feel free to join us at 
WaterWorks Art Center, April
 
LITTERA LEVEL:  Methods of letterforms.  March 13 – April 3 (Four weeks)
"is is a four-week course that will cover more of the structure and development of letterforms for 
writing, with study and analysis of underlying subtleties that make them beautiful and attractive.  
Students will explore the Roman minuscule and majuscule and its variations, learning the similarities 
that will apply to the Uncial alphabet.   A variety of alternative inks will be introduced as an 
alternative medium at this level.  Basic calligraphy supplies will be needed, including dip pens, 
holders, and ink (can be ordered in class).
 
CHARTA LEVEL:  Integrating calligraphy with "ne papers.  April 10 – May 1 (Four weeks)
"is four-week course will focus on two alphabets that easily adapt to ones previously studied.  "ese 
technically ambitious though popular versions of  alphabets will provide a range that o#ers 
simplicity, speed, and rhythm in studying the 7th century Carolingian, to the historically bold and 
structured Blackletter of the Middle Ages.  Color will be introduced as an alternative medium at this 
level, as we discuss a variety of papers and writing surfaces favorable for projects. 
 
Registration: $75 per course
 
WaterWorks Art Center
1710 Charles Page Blvd
(Newblock Park)
918-596-2440
 
Questions?
Teresa J. Wilber
918-724-8733
penzlady@hotmail.com

mailto:penzlady@hotmail.com
mailto:penzlady@hotmail.com
mailto:penzlady@hotmail.com
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Register Soon for this popular workshop!!!
 

PASTE PAPER EXTRAVAGANZA!!
With TERESA J. WILBER

 
April 5th  3:00p—6:00p
April 6th 10:00a—4:00p

 
“ANYONE-CAN-DO”!!!   Explore and learn this historic method 
of texturing and paper decorating.  "is technique is part of the 
ancient book arts tradition where papers are applied with colored 
paste, made from wheat and pigments.  "en, marks and patterns 
are created in wet paste with household tools.  "ese decorated 
papers are excellent for book pages or covers, collage, 
backgrounds for drawing or lettering, etc.  "is is a simple, fun 
process.  Artists, teachers, calligraphers, book artists, students and 
adventurers are all welcome. No experience required.   
 
Please Note:  Register for the class by contacting WaterWorks Art 
Center (phone number below).

Contact Teresa Wilber (email address below) for the supply list. 

Registration: $60
Supply Fee: $12
 
CALL TO REGISTER:

WaterWorks Art Center
1710 Charles Page Blvd
(Newblock Park)
918-596-2440
 
Questions?
Teresa J. Wilber
918-724-8733
penzlady@hotmail.com

PASTE 
PAPER

SAMPLES

mailto:penzlady@hotmail.com
mailto:penzlady@hotmail.com
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MAY 2013 RETREAT ORDER INFORMATION

SALE BY AND FROM PAPER AND INK ARTS

We will have supplies for sale at the May 2013 Retreat!  And, as part of the Retreat, we 

also will have a sale by Paper and Ink Arts which is a small fundraiser for the 

Guild.    The Guild will earn 10% of all sales at the Retreat and will pay for 

shipping.    This means that each item purchased will cost the item listed in the 

catalogue and the purchasers will NOT be charged for any shipping.

 

PRE-ORDER OPTION -- MUST BE PLACED ON-LINE (or phone) BY APRIL 1, 2013

You can pre-order, on line from Paper & Ink Arts.  Go to paperinkarts.com and look for 

items you want to purchase. Place your order on-line and in the “comments” section, 

BE SURE TO INCLUDE “TULSA GUILD PRE-ORDER.”   Or call 800-736-7772 and note 

(say) TULSA GUILD PRE-ORDER when you place your order.  Provide your credit card 

number and you will be charged when everything is shipped to Tulsa (sometime in 

mid-April).  All pre-orders will be shipped to one address (Lynda Jolly) and will be 

ready at the May Retreat.    If you pre-order and pre-pay you will receive the 10% 

discount off of your pre-order.   Also, the on-line pre-order final total will show a 

shipping amount.   Katherine at Paper & Ink Arts will manually reduce your total bill 

by 10% and remove the shipping charge.  Katherine will separate the individual orders 

in the one shipment for easy delivery.    Delivery to one address is how CGO saves 

money on shipping.

PAPER ORDERS

If you want to order paper, tablets or pads of paper will be included without additional 

shipping charges.   If you order large sheets of paper, the large sheets will be shipped 

flat and you will have an additional shipping charge.

MAY RETREAT SALES

Paper & Ink Arts also will send additional items of interest to sell at the May Retreat.  

Katherine asked me to collect a list of recommended items to send for the sale, so send 

me an e-mail with suggestions of what you would like to see.   At the Retreat, be 

prepared to pay with a check or cash (no credit cards accepted) for items purchased at 

the Retreat (pre-orders have already been paid!).   Also, you will NOT receive the 10% 

discount on items sold at the Retreat; that 10% will go to CGO.   You will not pay 

shipping, though.   NOT TO FEAR if we run out of something; we can order it and Paper 

& Ink Arts will send it out shortly after we send everything back to them.

If you have any questions, e-mail Lynda Jolly at tallfamilymom@hotmail.com and 

(maybe) you can get answers!

 

http://paperinkarts.com/
http://paperinkarts.com/
mailto:tallfamilymom@hotmail.com
mailto:tallfamilymom@hotmail.com
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Calligraphy Guild of Oklahoma 2013 Retreat
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday

May 3rd, 4th, and 5th

Tulakogee Conference Center

34168 E. 713 Way

Wagoner, OK   74467

918.231.8959

It’s time to sign up for our hopefully annual retreat - Friday evening, all day Saturday, and Sunday until you 
want to leave.  We’ve got plenty planed to keep you captivated with Calligraphy.

Lynda Jolly will be instructing us about making a Star Book and having a Blast on Black.  You won’t want to 
miss Sue Kinsey presenting the making of Monoline alphabet blocks.  Want to use a cola pen?  Sue will help you 
make one and show you how to use it.  Do you want to add stenciling to your work?  Our favorite stenciling 
artist, Patty Ridenhour, will show you how.

Multi talented, June Nessler, will help you do watercolor and Pam Neuman will teach you 20 new “tangles”.  Pam 
says these are not the same zentangles she taught in her recent Above and Beyond class.  Pam also has some 
fantastic games planned.

How would you like to do “rainbow writing”?  Teresa Wilber will lead this entertaining workshop and we will 
have tables filled with demonstrations of different pens, inks, and calligraphic tools.  Sign up now for a weekend 
of excitement.  Your $175 allows you to spend 2 nights away, have 6 meals (I hear the food is yummy), and 10 
unique workshops.  Come and join us.  First responders will have first choice on break away sessions.    

                                                                                                                                       Marj Miller, CGO President

Directions to Tulakogee Conference Center

1. Take the Muskogee Turnpike east towards Muskogee/Wagoner exit.

2. Take the Wagoner/Coweta exit. Turn left after toll.

3. Keep on 51 until Wagoner

4. When you reach the light in Wagoner (HWY69 intersection with HWY51) turn left (North on 
69)

5. When you reach the yellow flashing lights 4 miles North of Wagoner turn right at the light. 
(Mack’s Truck Stop, and The Depot)

6. Keep following the green and yellow signs for Tulakogee and the signs will tell you when to turn.
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Registration Form

Fill out the form completely and return ASAP along with a check made out to CGO for $175.  
Your check will be your receipt.  Mail to Kim Tackett, 4521 E. 33 St., Tulsa, OK  74135.  I will 
notify you by email or phone as soon as I verify your personal class schedule.

Please number your class preferences as 1 or 2 choices under each session.  Classes will be 
filled on a first come basis.  We will try to accommodate choices.  There will be one workshop 
offered on Sunday for us all.

Retreat Information

Registration fee:

$175 CGO members.  Refunds will be issued in full only if your space can be filled.
Registration fee includes:
4 workshops – 3 on Saturday and 1 on Sunday
2 nights hotel (2 people to a room)
6 meals – Dinner on Friday, 3 meals on Saturday, breakfast and lunch on Sunday.
Friday evening demonstrations and a special display of supplies from Paper and Ink Arts.

Session 1 (9:00)   Session 2 (12:45)    Session 3 (3:30)

__Watercolor/June Nessler  __Zentangle/Pam Neuman  __Blast Black/Lynda Jolly

__Monoline Alpha/Sue Kinsey __Cola & Ruling Pen/Sue Kinsey __Pointed Pen/Joan Ramsey

__Book Binding/Lynda Jolly  __Lettering/Teresa Wilbur  __Embossing/Patty Ridenhour

Name____________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of roommate if you have one __________________________________________________________________

Address__________________________________________________________________________________________

City & Zip________________________________________________________________________________________
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Saturday, May 4    9:00AM

Yes, I Can Watercolor!
June Nessler, Instructor
Brushes - watercolor or acrylic 
….approx. sizes #2, #3, #5 pointed,     
plus flat 3”, ½”, ¼” (don’t buy these 
if you don’t have, I will share)
Watercolor set 
Water container
Micron pen any size from .01 - .05
Eraser & Pencil
Glue stick or roller tape
Small Spray bottle water (opt)
Gel Pens (opt)
Supply fee $3

Monoline Alphabet Blocks
Sue Kinsey, Instructor         
Short quote (15 to 25 words)              
Small pointed watercolor brush            
Any set of watercolors (Prang               
children's watercolor, or similar is      
fine)                                                     
0.05mm waterproof black marker       
such as Micron)                                    
Pencil, eraser, ruler                             
Paper will be provided.                       
Supply fee $1                                      

Star Book
Lynda Jolly, Instructor
Glue stick or tacky glue (like Alene’s 
or Sobo)
Cheap brush for gluing
Scissors
Paper, cover boards, ribbon, thread 
will be supplied.  Needles will be 
available.  Supply fee $3

Saturday, May 4    1:00PM

Entangled in Zentangle®
Pam Neuman, Instructor
Micron 01 black pen (for sale at 
$2.50 each)
Sakura Gelly Roll white pen (for sale 
at $1.25 each)
Pencil
Paper – any pen and paper can be 
used to create Zentangles®
Supply fee $1.00

Cola Pen & Ruling Pen
Sue Kinsey, Instructor
Bond paper or sketch pad paper for     
practice                                                 
favorite ink or lettering fluid in a        
wide mouth container (at least  1.5      
inch opening to dip in)                        
Pencil, eraser                                       
Materials for making cola pens will    
be furnished                                         
Supply fee $1                                      

Lombardic Capitals
Teresa Wilber, Instructor

Black Micron (05) marker OR Black          
UltraFine Sharpie
Water color pencils & small brush
Gold metallic 0.7mm paint pen
Sharpened or mechanical pencil
Kneadable eraser
1-2 sheets of tracing paper
Small ruler
Scissors or X-acto knife
Paper will be provided.  Supply Fee 
$3.00

Saturday, May 4    3:30PM

Blast on Black
Lynda Jolly, instructor
Writing tools – nibs, staffs – 
whatever you have.  I will have 
writing tools to share, as well
Paper and “whites” will be provided.
Supply fee $5

Pointed Pen
Joan Ramsey, Instructor

Sumi ink, small container or paint 
pan to put ink in. (I will have some 
to share)                                              
Oblique pen holder, black plastic 
ones are what I use                             
Pointed Pen nibs (such as Nikko G 
nib, or Brause rose nib, or Leonardt 
EF Principle nib)                                
Ruler, pencil                                        
Layout paper (I will have extra if 
needed)                                               
Small pieces of canvas will be 
provided                                              

Stencil Embossing
Patty Ridenhour, Instructor

Embossing tool
Small light box (extension cord?)
Low tack tape
Light weight card stock paper – 
some cut to 4’x11” to try the 
Cuttlebug
Metal stencils, if you have any
Chalk or watercolor – to add color
Pencil, ruler, scissors
Q-tips or foam applicator

Class Supply List for CGO 2013 Retreat

  Sunday, May 5    9:00AM   RAINBOW WRITING WITH GOUACHE   Teresa Wilber, Instructor

Nib holder(s)
One or more Large broad nib(s) – (Speedball 0 or 1) or (Brause/Tape 5mm) Pen staffs (nib holders)
Plastic 6-well pan for mixing colors Apron
3 small mixing brushes   Several tissues
Large tub for rinsing brushes  Tape
Bottle with eye-dropper        Supply fee $2.00
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Schedule of Classes for CGO 2013 Retreat

Saturday, May 4  9:00AM

Yes, I Can Watercolor!
June Nessler, Instructor

You will learn simple watercolor   
techniques that you can 
use in designing journal 
pages, greeting cards 
and  pieces with ease.   
You will leave class with 
a collection of 
backgrounds, borders, 
flowers, pots and trees 
that you created.   You 
will amaze yourself!

Monoline Alphabet Blocks
Sue Kinsey, Instructor
We will use a waterproof 
marker to letter a short 
quote in monolinestyle.  
The letterforms are 
simple but look very 
elegant and decorative 
once your watercolor 
background is added.  We will learn 
how to blend colors and control the 
watercolor to be the desired intensity. 

Star Book
Lynda Jolly, Instructor

Learn how to assemble, construct, 

and sew these 7-section Star Books.  

Your final book will be 2”x4” and can 

include a text or merely be a 

decorative structure.

Saturday, May 4  1:00PM

Entangled in Zentangle®
Pam Neuman, Instructor

This will be a relaxing workshop, for 

all levels of experience.  We will work 

with black on white and 

white on black.  Pointed 

pens will be available to 

use, too.  A variety of 

Zentangle® supplies will be available 

for sale.

Cola Pen & Ruling Pen
Sue Kinsey, Instructor

Cola pens are folded pens cut
from aluminum 
cans, using a dowel 
for the sta".  The 
letters they make 
are fun and funky.  
We will make our 
own pens, learn to 
letter with them, plus the use of other 
types of "folded" pens such as the 
butterfly and moth Pens. 

Lombardic Capitals
Teresa Wilber, Instructor

Lombardic caps form 
the basis for many 
Versals and are used in 
historic illuminated 
manuscripts as 
headings. These built-
up letters have a 
distinct character of     c urved stems 
and monoline serifs that are freely 
DRAWN, not written, combining well 
with many alphabets.  They invite 
color, decoration, and bling (gilding) 
and are great for personalized 
initials, with Zentangles, or other 
contemporary designs in your work.  

Saturday, May 4  3:30PM

Blast on Black
Lynda Jolly, instructor

We will test all types 

of white pigment, 

even bleach, on black 

paper, plus a few 

colors.  Black paper is 

included in the supply fee and 

everyone will have their samples as 

reference when we are done.

Bad Oh Boy Boyd’s Pointed 

Pen 

Joan Ramsey, Instructor

Pointed pen lettering can be 
contemporary and a personal lettering 
form.  This class will give you more 
confidence when you pick up your 
pointed pen and to work a bit more 
freely than usual, helping you 
recognize when rhythm has set in.  Of 
course we will have to experiment with 
writing on canvas and textured paper.  
Bring a sentence that makes you 
laugh.

Stencil Embossing
Patty Ridenhour, Instructor

We will learn how to 

emboss using metal 

stencils and 

experiment with a 

Cuttlebug.  By the end 

of the class everyone will have several 

completed cards as well as the ability 

to emboss anytime, anywhere!

Sunday, May 5  9:00AM        RAINBOW WRITING WITH GOUACHE        Teresa Wilber, Instructor

With a broad nib pen and gouache, learn how to feed colors into the nib to create letters with a unique appearance.  This is a 
fun method to use those larger nibs, practicing with gouache--an opaque watercolor mixed to the consistency of ink.  
Though, it requires applying the mixture to the nib with a brush, rather than dipping, using gouache will give you a vast array 
of colors to choose from.  For rainbow writing, we will be feeding in 2-3 colors into the nib, to give a unique look to your 
work.


